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Library
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Visiting Italy (or Rome or other cities)                                                    • Best Day Trips from Naples
Italy Travel Tips                                                                                             • Family Friendy Italy Vacations
Things to do in Italy (or Rome or other cities)                                      • Best luxury boutique hotels in Florence
What is there to do in Venice

Create Your Keyword Library

One of the hardest parts of SEO is picking keywords, but it's important and you need to do it!
You should have keywords that will be main 'keywords' for your website as a whole. These will be words that
you will want to include on your home page, about page, resources page, as well as other pages and post on
your website. 

The more you use your keywords on your site pages and posts, the more clear it will be to Google what your
site is about. 

You should also research and use keywords for each article you write (so you have a chance to rank -- meaning
that you can get on the first few pages of Google when someone searches). 

If you do decide to go after “high volume” keywords with "high difficulty" you are going to be competing with
large companies and established brands (think about TripAdvisor, Expedia, and the biggest travel bloggers. It’s
going to take a long time to rank on page 1 or 2 of Google when competing for words like "cheap flights" or
"travel".

So, if your site focus is Italy, you will naturally have some one-word keywords like "Italy" and other location
names. But, also think about:
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Choose Your Keywords (at least 25 but try for 50 or more) You can always hone it in later.  
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